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The Influence of Athletic Games upon GreeJe Art.* 

I F we were to tell an uneducated workman or a thoughtless young 
lady in society that the reasons why they consider certain people 
good-looking and certain things pleasing and well-proportioned are 
based upon the canons of proportion which the ancient Greeks esta
blished for the human form and for the objects manufactured by them, 
they would find it difilcult to realise the truth of such a state
ment. Yet so it is. We can all readily realise that our taste differs 
from the taste of savages who, as Professor Flower told you three 
years ago, flatten their skulls, run bones through their noses, and 
stretch and thicken their lips and ears by means of weights. Yet the 
fundamental principles underlying our taste, in contradistinction to 
that of these savages, are identically the same as those laid down by 
the artists of ancient Hellas. Nay, the difierence in taste which 
separates us from the types of Byzantine-Christian and early German 
art is the same as that which separates these pre-renaissance types 
from those of ancient Greece. We are fundamentally still Greek 
in taste. Now, when we consider how much further than the Byzan
tines and early Germans the ancient Greeks are removed from 
us in time, space, race, and religion, the question as to the causes of 
this singular persistency of the influence of Greek art must necessarily 
present itself to the inquiring mind. 

The first and most obvious answer to this question is a purely 
historical one. It would consist in pointing to the events of the 
Italian renaissance, where, as a matter of fact, Greek art and Greek 
letters were brought back to light and revived among the people. Yet 
this is really no answer. For the question must further he asked : 
why should a few statues unearthed, coming from an age remote in 
antiquity, commend themselves so strongly to the faste of a later age 

* This address is written from memory, as nearly as possible in tlie form in 
wliicli it was delivered. In a few instances points that could only be mentioned 
in the address have been slightly amplifieii in writing. This is a preliminary 
publication, without illustrutioiis and notes, of a work which the writer hopes 
some day to publish in a more complete form. 
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living under different conditions, as to supersede the prevailing 
canons? and why should such an "ancient innovation" not die as a 
passing fashion, hut prevail and persist in its influence for centuries ? 

The reasons for this are not to be found in histoiical accident; 
but must be sought in the essential nature of Greek art itself, in those 
elements inherent in the art which give it the power of persisting and 
of retaining its validity for all ages and countries. 

Two words, the weight of which I cannot hope to convey in this 
short address, contain in their combination the essential and dis
tinctive characteristics of Greek art. It is the combination of Nature 
and the Ideal. 

Greek art has persisted in its influence down to our time, because 
the artist clung to nature and followed her as a kind mother, and 
nature practically remains the same throughout all ages. Byzantine, 
not to speak of Egyptian and early Oriental, art have not done this. 
The types of Byzantine art are conventional abstractions from nature; 
a work of Greek art, however ideal, is instinct with nature. 

But the persistent influence of Greek art is not wholly due to the 
fact that it was naturalistic ; it is due above all to another quality 
of primary importance, namely, that it was ideal, that it idealised 
nature. The ideal in art is the highest generalisation of form. In 
Greek art it was the highest generalisation of the forms in nature. 
The works of Greek art are therefore not dependent for appreciation 
upon the individual spectator or one special mood of the individual, 
but are valid for all sane men, all men of a certain physiological con
stitution of their senses, surrounded by man and nature relatively the 
same. The works of the early Flemish and German masters, and 
even of some of the Kranachs and of Albert Diirer, are replete with 
nature, yet are often wanting in the ideal elements which raise the 
artist above the individual model into the realms of the most perfect 
ideal types. 

Neither Nature alone nor the Ideal alone can make art lasting in 
its influence over different peoples and ages; it is only in the com
bination of the two, in nature idealised, that this persistent quality of 
art can be found. Yet Greek art was not always characterised by 
the combination of these two elements. 

We naturally incline to forget the early elementary stages of 
things great and perfect. Nay, we are inclined to believe that they 
never were humble and lowly, never grew from the smaller and lower 
to the great and high. Thus the early childhood of Greek art is not 
widely known. Still, there was a period when Greek art was not 
possessed of nature. We may further generalise and say, that art 
never is possessed of nature in its earliest stages. It has often 
been stated that the origin of art is to he found in the imitative 
instinct of man. This experience shows to he utterly untrue. It is 
really to be found in man's active nature, in his creative instinct, 
which often drives him to seek for what is opposed to nature as she 
presents herself to him day by day, for rhyme as opposed to prose, for 
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harmony of tones as opposed to confusion of sound, for composition of 
thoughts, things and forms as opposed to haphazard collocation of 
things. Children, when set to draw a real house, will not imitate 
what they see before them, but will return to the well-known schematic 
form which we have all drawn, and which children in all countries 
have drawn and will draw. It is at a far later stage that man learns 
to render exactly what he sees before him and to follow and imitate 
nature. 

The childhood of Greek art shows the same characteristics which 
mark the early artistic attempts of chiidren. The works belonging 
to what is called the Archaic period (roughly speaking, the works 
previous to the fifth century before our era) all exhibit a conventional 
treatment which, when compared with the treatment of the works 
of the fifth and subsequent centuries, betokens a complete inability 
to render freely and accurately the forms of nature. How then was 
the step from this imperfection to the highest perfection made ? 

The causes which brought about this advance are numerous. In 
studying the history of early Greek art we can discern the following 
moving powers which account for the course it took and its slow or 
rapid progress. As a primum movens there was the creative instinct 
of man just alluded to. If this were the only moving power, un
affected by surrounding circumstances, unmodified in its course and 
progress by other active currents, the attempts of the later genera
tions* who start with the results attained by their predecessors before 
them and the experience gained by much struggle transmitted to 
them would show a constant advance upon the work of their fathers. 
But life does not present so simple a progression. There are other 
currents which either retard or accelerate progress. Among these 
we notice as a retarding side-current the law of inertia, which applies 
to man as it does to nature. In this case it means the force of habit 
and custom which leads men more or less voluntarily to resist the 
acceptance of new forms differing from those which they have learnt 
to admire, and which they associate with things highly esteemed. 
This conservatism extends not only to the appreciation of form but 
also to the older traditions of handling the material which we often 
see survive in cases where a new material suggested and required a new 
handling. 

As a side current which accelerated the progress of Greek art 
towards freedom in the rendering of nature we notice among others, 
that certain changes in the political life of the ancients favoured the 
free development of art. Such were the accession to power of 
splendour-loving princes like Polykrates of Samos, Hieron of Syra
cuse, and, above all, Peisistrafos and the Peisistratidse of Athens. The 
most important political event was the Persian war and the wealth 
and glory it brought' to the Greeks. We must further notice 
the important influence which technical inventions exercised upon 
the development of art, as the invention of the sawing of marble 
bv Melasof Chios and his school, w^hich freed the early wood-carver 
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from the restrictions of a round stem of a tree narrowly circumscribed 
in its dimensions. The art of soldering iron, discovered by Glaukos 
of Chios, which gave similar freedom to the metal-worker, and, above 
all, the invention of the casting of bronze by Ehoikos and Theodores, 
which enabled the sculptor to bring his finished statue closer to his 
own clay model, reacted upon the art of modelling and did much to 
free art from its conventional trammels. 

Again, the influence of kindred arts upon one another advanced 
each one in turn. So architecture advanced sculpture in forcing the 
sculptor to give freedom of movement and variedness of attitude to 
his figures, prescribing to him a limited space which he had to fill 
with his figures. A triangular pediment, high in the middle and 
low at the angles, was filled in the earliest art by quaint figures 
that grew smaller and smaller in dimension as they approached the 
angles. In order to avoid this absurdity, the sculptor, while placing 
figures erect in the centre, was forced to vary the attitudes from a 
slight inclination down to a completely reclining posture in the 
angles, and thus learned to represent figures with freedom of move
ment. The influence of sculpture upon painting and of painting upon 
sculpture furnishes us with reflexions which could hardly be dealt 
with thoroughly in only one address. 

But of all causes which led the conventional early artist to nature, 
by far the most effective was the influence of the athletic games and 
the palaestra, which forms the subject of this address. 

We shall see then, first, how the palaestra led Greek artists to 
nature, and secondly, how it led them away from nature to the ideal, 
or rather, through nature to the ideal. 

It has often been said that a question clearly put is half the 
answer. In the present case to appreciate the influence of the palestra 
upon the development of Greek art we must resolve the question 
into three definite ones, which will all tend to explain the influence 
exercised by the athletic games. At the same time these questions, 
if answered, will account for the peculiar rapidity of the advance 
made during a relatively short period of Greek art from conventional 
archaism to free naturalism and idealism, a fact, which, it appears to 
me, has heretofore not been satisfactorily explained. 

1st. If we study the Homeric poems so far as they are concerned 
with plastic art, we must feel that they manifest the highest feeling 
for nature and freedom of execution in the rendering of the human 
form. This has already been felt with regard to the descriptions of 
the works of art the poet saw in his mind's eye and described as if 
really existing. But it appears to me that the most important side of 
the artistic feeling in the Homeric poems is to be found in the de
scription of gods and heroes, and, more especially, in the sensuous 
description of the warriors in action and the careful study of the 
anatomy of the human figure as shown by the account of the wounded 
and falling heroes. In Homer's picture of a spear-hurling warrior, 
we have before our mind's eye the perfect statue of a spear-thrower; 
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when the hero seizes a rock, we have before us a diskobolos; when 
with " loosened knees" the wounded combatant sinks to the ground, 
we see a figure from the iEgina pediment or a dying Lapith or Gauf. 
Now, with such feeling for form, such definite conception of what is 
sculpturesque, so clear a notion of the parts of the human body, the 
step to the actual execution in the sculptor's material is but a small 
one. People possessed of such sense for plastic composition cannot 
remain content witfi mere symbolical natureless art, and the technical 
means of expressing their inner wants are a matter attained with 
comparative ease. Yet the fact remains that even for centuries after 
Homer thus manifested his sense for what is sculpturesque in nature 
the extant statues are stiff and conventional and do not manifest even 
approximately the feeling for nature which we find in these early 
poems. 

2nd. If we examine the earliest monuments which we may 
attribute to the eighth century, and compare them with those belong
ing to the middle of the sixth century, we find that they are com
paratively on the same level of imperfection as regards their want of 
freedom and nature, and we must be struck by the relatively small 
advance made in two centuries. 

3rd. Now, with this hardly noticeable decrease in stiffness and 
conventionality during centuries, we must be struck by the singular 
phenomenon that tlie advance from the imperfect and unnaturalistic 
to the most perfect freedom in the rendering of the forms of nature 
takes place within a period of fifty years, from about 510 B.O. to 460 B.O. 
Within this short span of time the gulf which separates some of 
the stiff statues like the Apollo of Tenea from the Diskobolos of 
Myron, some of the lifeless seated figures of the Branchidaj from the 
early works of Pheidias, is overleapt. How could fifty years create 
so great a change as is shown by the comparison of the Apollo of 
Tenea, devoid of nature, with the Diskobolos of Myron, who is breath
ing with life ? Other works of Myron are described by ancient authors 
as true to nature even to deception. The statue of the runner Ladas 
is cafled breathing with life [linrvovi); the runner seemed, it is said, 
with his last breath, to jump from his pedestal to grasp the victor's 
wreath. Centuries after Homer had in his written descriptions mani
fested such a keen sense for nature in the rendering of the human 
form, works as conventional as the Apollo of Tenea w êre produced, 
differing hut slightly in their lack of naturalism from the Apollos 
of ICO years before. Fifty years sufficed to produce all the freedom 
and nature in conception and execution of sculpture, wdiich we can 
estimate when comparing the Disltobolos of Myron with the Apollo 
of Tenea. " How can this be accounted for ? " is the question to be 
answered. 

The explanation which has until now been given, is that tho 
Persian wars and the Greek victories produced a favourable change 
in the life of the whole Greek people, political, religious, and intel
lectual, and also freed art from its conventional trammels. Now, 
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there can be no doubt as to the important influence which the 
Persian victories had upon the development of Greek art. Yet I have 
always felt that while it to a great extent explained the loftiness 
and greatness of character which marks the art of the age of 
Pericles, it does not sufficiently explain the definite advance made in 
art from more abstract conventionality down to nature. Moreover it 
took some time before the great spirit bred by the heroic efforts of 
the Persian wars had so far transfused the whole nature of the people 
as to impress its spirit upon so special a manifestation of the human 
mind as art. And so it is not until the great works of Pheidias 
which group round the year 450 E.G. that this spirit is exhibited in 
ar t ; while the actual advance from conventional archaism to freedom 
and nature takes place in the years immediately preceding and 
following the Persian wars. The really eflicient cause of this 
rapid development can therefore not be found in the influence of 
the Persian wars, hut lies in the growth of athletic games and the 
systematic development of the palaestra, especially when these are 
brought into an immediate relation to art. 

Why Greek art should not have advanced more rapidly towards 
nature during the centuries preceding the " period of transition," is 
explained by one simple fact, namely, that before this time the 
statues were almost exclusively religious. The early wooden statues, 
the ^oava, were statues of gods forming an important part of religious 
worship. The tendency of religious worship is naturally conservative. 
The very earliest images of the iconic period * were necessarily rude. 
The more remote the age of such an image, the greater the mystery 
attached to it, the greater its religious weight. The earliest statues 
were considered by the Greeks to have fallen from heaven (^loirex^s). 
The more a statue was like these holy early images, the greater its 
sanctity, and thus there would be a natural tendency to repeat the 
earlier types. Nay, even later, when freedom and nature had gained 
their sway over art, the gods, when grouped with heroes, are more 
conventional in treatment than the less divine beings. The same 
holds good in all periods of art. I need but remind you of the 
solemnity, bordering on severity, of the religious pictures of Bellini 
as compared with the perfect freedom of conception and execution 
manifested in his small pictures with classical subjects in the 

I Academy at Venice. So long as the sculptor's art is entirely in the 
I service of religious worship, there is small chance of it.u fnrping itaplf 

' ^ ^ j from conventional imperfections. To be brought down to nature the 
" / sculptor must be brought down from the gods, face to face with 

man, and then he may reconstruct his gods out of the ideal combina
tion of the most perfect forms which he has studied in man, but has 
never found together in one man. 

In the first place the palestra led the Greek artist down to man. 

* There was an anieonio period of Greek religion in which gods were wor
shipped, not in actual images, but in objects and localities of nature, and in 
symbolical structures suggesting human form. 
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It was here that the Greek people and the Greek artist had their 
feeling for the human form, its manifestations of strength and perfect 
proportion, aroused and developed. In the athletic games, to which a 
moral, nay even a religious importance was attached, victory, which 
brought glory to the victor and was the pride of his community, was 
based upon the perfection of the human body, the farce- and normal 
development of all the organs, flexibility and dexterity of movement, 
which the early artist failed to render in his statues, and with 
regard to which the sense of the public at large seemed compara
tively blunt. It was here, with hundreds of nude youths, not only 
wrestling, jumping, and running, but endeavouring by systematic 
practice to remedy any defect or abnormality in any one limb or 
organ, that the artist day by day studied his anatomy of the human 
figure without the need of entering the dissecting-room or calling in 
the help of the anatomist. And when once the artist was called 
upon to commemorate by means of his art the outward form of the 
athlete whose perfect development gained him the glory of victory 
and monumental fame, we can then see how the sculptor was led 
away from the conventional archaic types of gods down to nature in 
living, active, and well-formed man. 

All this more or less a priori reasoning makes it most probable 
that the palfestra was the most important agent in bringing Greek 
art down to nature in the fifty years marking the " period of trans
ition." An actual examination of the facts and a careful study of 
Greek art with this question before the mind, give the most conclusive 
evidence of the supreme influence exercised by the games and the 
palaestra. I cannot hope in this short address to place before you all 
the instances bearing upon this subject which I have collected for the 
last four years, and which have shown me conclusively that we must 
ascribe to the palfestra the chief influence in freeing Greek art from 
its conventional trammels. On the other hand I do not mean to 
appeal to your faith in my personal statement; but I believe that the 
instances which I am able to place before you in diagrams and casts 
will suffice to illustrate and support the points to which I shall draw 
your attention. Still 1 feel bound to inform you that the choice of 
these special instances has often been guided by mere convenience 
and readiness of access, and that in many cases, as with some of the 
vases, the diagrams were made for other purposes; and thus it cannot 
be said that 1 have chosen but a few instances happening to prove 
my generalisations. 

From the most general point of view, we must he struck by the 
fact that the Greeks, the one people in antiquity whose art is possessed 
of nature, were also the one people with whom athletic games were 
a national institution, wide spread and part of daily life. I have 
endeavoured to show elsewhere how this fact as well as the plastio 
predisjiosition of the Greek race was a necessary outcome of the 
fundamental characteristics of the race and their physical and social 
Burroundings, and to point out that Oriental nations and those living 
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in a tropical or northern climate could not develop the same charac
teristics. We must at least note the fact that the two distinctive 
elements of Greek life, a high development of athletic institutions and 
of naturalism in plastic art, are found together. 

But what tends more directly to show the immediate influence 
of the athletic games and to solve the main question we have placed 
before us, is the fact that the fifty years which mark the transition 
from conventionality to freedom and nature in art are also the years 
in which the athletic games became really elevated to the important 
position which they occupy in our mind, and which they did not 
always hold; that in this period the palaestrae or athletic schools 
became real national institutions, thoroughly organised all over 
Greece. 

As with art and most higher manifestations of human thought and 
culture, the early stages are almost always essentially religious in 
character, so the athletic games in earlier times were either asso
ciated with some worship of god or hero or were part of the funeral 
ceremony, thus partaking of an essentially religious character. 
Towards the close of the sixth century the great games, such as 
those of Olympia, partake more and more of a national and political 
character. They become the central point of peaceful union for all 
Greek states. The increase of their national importance sprang 
from the growth of the feeling of Panhellenic unity which pre
ceded the Persian wars; yet they no doubt reacted strongly upon 
this feeling, and served to bring together the people of the various 
states, and to make them feel the common bands which bound them 
together. The political importance of the great games, especially those 
of Olympia, can hardly be over-estimated. This political importance 
was, no doubt, felt by Peisistrafos, who, along with Pericles, was the 
greatest of Athenian statesmen. He appears to me to have foreseen 
the greatness of the future of Greece, and above alf, of Athens. On the 
model of the Olympian games he revived the Athenian games, and as 
there he traced the growth of Panhellenic feeling, so here he wished 
to create a real Panathenaic feeling. He added new games to the 
old ones, gave greater splendour to them, and, as the Olympic games 
recurred at periods of four years, determining the computation of time 
for the whole of Greece, so he introduced the Greater Panathenaic, 
recurring every four years and determining the computation of time for 
Athens. It is a noteworthy fact that every great pofitioal leader in 
Athens marked his political activity by some addition to the Panathenaic 
festival. After Peisistrafos, with the Peisistratidae and with Pericles, 
the games were further enriched and obtained still greater influence. 
Furthermore, we must attach the greatest importance to the develop
ment of the palfestrse or athletic schools during this period. By 
degrees these institutions are established or rendered more systematic 
in their organisation throughout the whole of Greece, and become the 
schools for the physical training of the Greek youth destined to 
provide strong and active wari'iors to defend their native country. 
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Nay, they become the home for general education, where even in
tellectual training is carried on, and the philosophers form their 
circles of eager learners. As I have said before, it is here that the 
artists studied the human form in rest and action. It is here that 
the systematic training of each organ of the human body brought 
home to them the plastic anatomy of man, and that in the o-Kia/ia t̂a, in 
which the various stages of each game were gone through, the scufptor 
had impressed upon his eye in living statues the typical attitudes of 
each game. 

A still more direct proof is to be found in the fact that in this 
period the custom arose of commemorating athletic victories by 
statues. And now, as I have said above, the sculptor is brought 
face to face with man, and must bend his art and craft to the service 
of actual nature. According to Pausanias the first statues set up to 
athletic victors were those of Praxidamas and of Ehexibios, who were 
victors in the fifty-ninth and sixty-first Olympiads, that is, about 
530 B.C. They were of wood, and, according to his description of the 
one to Arrhaehion, were very similar to the statue of the Apollo of 
Tenea. The influence of the palestra and the introduction of the 
custom of erecting statues to victors did not take immediate effect, or 
at once convert imperfect art to a state of perfection, but it was inch 
by inch that conventionality strove to maintain its ground, and step 
by step that art advanced towards nature within this comp,aratively 
short period of fifty years. So we can see in the extant statues tho 
gradual growth of freedom and the faffing away of the archaic 
fetters. In these three instances we have the chief stages of this 
progress. In the Apollo of Tenea at Munich, in attitude, in 
the composition of the parts of the body and in the modelling of 
the surface, we have hardness and woodenness far removed from 
the actual appearance of the living organism. In the so-called 
" Strangford Apollo," in the British Museum, in whom I see an 
athlete belonging to the school of .SIgina, we have a great advance 
in the direction of nature. Though the attitude is still conventional, 
the feet placed one before the other, tho arms pinned to the sides, the 
head straight forward at right angles to the chest, the limbs seem 
joined more organically to the body, and, above all, the surface is 
modelled so as to present a continuous rise and fall, not an abrupt 
succession of ridges put together, and to suggest the various organs 
which it covers. Still, though the growing feeling and desire for 
rendering nature is manifest in this work, we notice a struggle in 
overcoming the difficulties presented by the material. The traces of 
conventionality are but very slight in this third statue, the Choiseul-
Goufficr Pugilist, formerly known as an Apollo. This work is most 
probably the work of Pythagoras of Bhegion, a sculptor who stood 
on the very border line between dying archaism and the vigorous life of 
figjgp naturalistic art. Here freedom is given to the attitude (a typical 
one in a certain stage of boxing): the athlete rests upon one leg more 
than upon the other, the arms are freely extended, and, above all, the 
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surface is modelled with a perfection which presents most vividly the 
flexibility of the human skin and the change of surface as it covers 
organs of different form and texture. Finally, in the Diskobolos of 
Myron we have fullest freedom of attitude in the indication of active 
life and in the modelling of the surface. The artists had to exercise 
their power of rendering the life of nature in many an athlete statue 
before they gained the full benefit of the growing influence of the 
palaestra. It was chiefly in the schools of iEgina and Argos that 
this training was undergone. If we but bear in mind that, before 
the year 530, statues were only of gods and there existed none of 
athletes, and compare the enormous preponderance of athlete statues 
over those of divinities with the sculptors of Argos like Ageladas, of 
M^ins, like Eallon and Onatas, of Athens like Myron, we can realise 
the actual influence which the growth of athletic institutions had 
upon art. I would beg you to connect in mind with what we shall 
learn concerning the ideal period which followed this step down to 
nature the fact that after this period of transition, especially with tho 
great artists of the Attic schools, there was no such preponderance of 
athlete statues over those representing mythological subjects. 

Finally, in carefully studying the extant ancient monuments, we 
realise the great and direct influence of athletic games, while at the 
same time we explain a fact in the early Greek which has often been 
noticed, and never, to my knowledge, satisfactorily explained. It is 
the fact that, down to the time of Pheidias, the treatment of the nude 
male figure far surpasses in perfection the rendering of the head, 
which is hard, lifeless, and conventional. This shows that the body 
engrossed the artistic interest and attention of the sculptors, that this 
appreciation of the human body is to he a,ttributed to the engrossing 
interest of the athletic games, and that the palsestra was the real 
school for the sculptor. Look at the feeling for nature in the body 
of this " Strangford Apollo," and compare with it the lifelessness of 
the head. You must be struck by the exceedingly careful rendering 
of the human structure—limbs, muscles, sinews, and surface—in the 
figures from this pediment of the temple of Athene at ..33gina; then 
compare with it the lifeless conventionality of the heads. In the 
same way it is the influence of the palaestra, which, arousing the 
interest in the male human figure, and giving the sculptor the 
power of rendering it with truth to nature, accounts for the inability 
freely to render the female figure, as compared with the great skill 
with which the male figure is represented during this period. Com
pare the nude warriors from this same pediment with the Athene in 
its centre, and the difference will be most manifest. And, thirdly, 
this supreme influence which the athletic games exercised upon 
artistic feeling and upon artistic creation is shown by the fact that, 
while during this period the modelling of the nude male figure is so 
perfect, the modelling of drapery is still in its elementary stages; so 
that even in the works attributed to Kalamis, the older contemporary 
of Pheidias, the modelling of the drapery is comparatively hard and 
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conventional. Still, it was the palaestra that led the artist down to 
nature, and if it naturally be above all in the nude male figure, the 
central task is still accomplished, and the extension of this attainment 
to other " unathletic " objects is a necessary sequence. For it is a 
well-known truth, felt by all artists, that whoever has the power of 
drawing or modelling accurately and with truth to nature a nude 
male figure, can render with the same correctness whatever he sees 
before him, provided it engrosses his interest and occupies his atten
tion and practice for some short time. 

We have now seen how the first great task in the development of 
Greek art has been accomplished chiefly through the agency and 
influence of athletic games. The artist has been brought from con
ventionality and the abstract symbols of gods down to nature'?and 
man. The next great task, as we have before put it, is to lead the 
artist away from nature, through nature to the ideal. There really 
was some danger that Greek art would not rise higher than the mere 
accurate rendering of nature, which would lead to extreme realism, 
and, through the final stage of overdone technical skill, to a speedy 
degeneration. In Myron there is evidence of this danger. His 
statues, such as that of the famous cow, were praised for their extreme 
realism almost leading to deception; and in the excessive movement 
which he put into some of his statues, such as that of the Diskobolos, 
even according to the testimony of the ancients, there was an element 
of sensationalism which, if it had swayed Greek art, would have led 
to a rapid decline. In order that Greek art should ever reach the 
height which it actually did, and which, as I pointed out to you at 
the beginning, is the cause of its persistency of influence even down 
to our own times, it must add the ideal to nature gained—establish 
the natural ideal of the human form. 

There can be no doubt that in the fulfilment of this second great 
purpose the heroic spirit of the past Persian wars and the enlighten
ment and culture of the Periclean age were most effective. It pre
disposed the people towards the appreciation and accomplishment of 
great works, raised them above the sphere of mere individual interest 
into that of great common purposes and aspirations, gave them that 
characteristic feeling for width and grandeur, the real and most 
eloquent expression of which is to be found in the art of Pheidias. 
Yet in a more direct and immediate way the palfestra was again 
instrumental in leading art to make this great step. 

If the artist has been led to appreciate and study nature and to 
endeavour to render it accurately in his works, this may lead him at 
last to imitate most minutely what at the time he sees before him. 
This may be excellent practice; but it will never create great art. 
For the individual man is imperfect, and the rendering of those 
imperfect forms will not satisfy the feeling for law, order, harmony, 
or design inherent in the human mind, the primary impulse to all 
artistic creation. 

The palaestra was the real school for the Greek artist: here he 
B 4 
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spent his time and studied the human form; but not only in indi
viduals. Constantly from his earliest youth, day by day, he had 
before his eye numbers of well-built youths in all attitudes and all 
actions, and these series of individual forms impressed themselves 
upon his mind until they became an intrinsic part of his visual 
memory and imagination, forming, as it were, an alphabet with which 
he could create at will things of great and new meaning. Just as 
letters, words, and grammar have become to us elements and units of 
thought which lie ready to be composed, without effort, as far as they 
are concerned, into phrases, sentences, periods, books, poems and 
orations with great and new meaning and perfect form, so the ex
isting human bodies and their changes in various attitudes and actions 
became such elements to the visual and imaginative mind of the 
ancient Greek artist. They did not require conscious attention, but 
became the parts of a great and new composition, with a meaning 
and spirit as a whole, lofty and high, yet ever intelligible, because 
composed of these elements familiar to man from the daily suggestion 
of nature. 

It is therefore that the human forms which they present are so 
perfect. Turn to an entirely different period of art and you will 
notice a similar phenomenon having similar causes. Northern 
renaissance painting and sculpture, which possess so many great 
characteristics of their own, widely differ from Italian renaissance 
art in that their renderings of the nude human figure are devoid of 
the grace and harmony which those of the Italians possess : they are 
to a greater extent the portraits of individuals whose bodies were not 
perfect in all parts. This is chiefly to be attributed to the fact that 
in the southern districts partial nudity is more common, and from an 
early age the Italian has more than the German or tlie Fleming to 
some degree reduced the individual human forms to an alphabet, and 
has created more ideal individuals of art. Most of the nude subjects in 
modern works of art are really studies, and not pictures or statues. 
The modern artist depends upon his one model, and if the figure be 
more or less perfect we are rather inclined to praise him for his 
skill or luck in choosing a good model than for his artistic 
imagination. 

This feeling for perfection of form which the Greek artist 
gained through the study of so many individual instances in the 
palaestra soon became conscious, and the attempt was soon made to 
find the most normal proportions of the human figure as suggested by 
the palaestra. The generalisation from the individuals to the ideal 
type was bridged over in the palaestra itself by certain classes or 
groups of individuals forming types of their own. As the palaestra 
became thoroughly organised in this period, so the games were classi
fied and systematised, all joining in the one great end of producing 
healthy and strong youths serviceable to the state. Thus the games 
were subdivided into light and heavy, KOC^OS and fiapm, having their 
particular type and fullest representatives in certain classes of men. 
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Running, jumping, and throwing the spear were typically light games; 
boxing and the pankration were typically heavy. The pentathlon 
stood between both, and, uniting several kinds of games, had for its 
aim the production of a normally built agile man. Other subdivisions 
might thus be pointed out; but they tended in themseives to drive 
the artist towards the establishment of normal types for each part 
of the body and for the proportions of the parts. Thus even in the 
early period at the beginning of the fifth century, Ageladas of Argos, 
the teacher of Myron, Pheidias, and Polykleitos, wrote a treatise on 
the proportions of the human figure. Polykleitos of Argos and 
Lysippos estabfished a canon of the human figure of which we hear 
that the one was square and massive, the other slimmer and lighter 
with smaller head. We must not lose sight of the fact that these 
canons of perfect human proportions were not at once represented in 
an Apollo or a Hermes, but that the Doryphoros and the Apoxyomenos 
are athletic statues. Those canons have been identified in these two 
extant statues, a marble copy of the Doryphoros of Polykleitos in the 
National Museum at Naples, and a copy of the Apoxyomenos of 
Lysippos in the Braccio Nuovo of the Vatican. They both have the 
characteristics ascribed to these canons by ancient authors. 

In such canons and ideal types we are raised above the individual 
to beings higher than man. Having been led by the palajstra down 
to man, the artist can now rise up to the gods with a new ideal of 
divine form, for the human form that is above existing man in its 
perfection and stiil is possessed of human qualities brings the artist 
face to face with the figures of Greek mythology. 

This influence which Greek athletic art, when once it was esta
blished in all its truth to nature and ideal breadth, exerted upon 
mythological art, is most clearly shown in extant monuments. 

It is really only after the period of transition that the types of 
the various Greek gods as wo know them become fixed and developed 
in art and for a long time we can then trace the immediate influence 
of the palaestra in these statues of heroes and gods. 

After Polykleitos had established his athletic canon, in all the 
works attributed to him and his school, whether athletes or gods, nay, 
even in female figures, we can see the characteristic proportions of 
the Doryphoros repeated. In later times, in the works of artists 
that are not the direct offshoots of his school we can often notice the 
influence of the athletic type of Polykleitos retained or even revived 
in the flgure of some god or hero. No doubt some gods and some 
heroes are more adapted by their character to assume the form of 
such a canon. So it is especially gods like Ares and heroes like 
Herakles that from their nature are square and massive, and are thus 
properly represented in the form of the " quadrata signa " of Polykleitos. 
In the numerous mythological flgures manifesting the Polykleitan 
canon that have come to my notice, there have been instances in 
which I at first thought they were athletes, and then found they were 
mythological figures ; and some in which, for example, I thought tho 
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statue was a Herakles with the apple of the Hesperides strongly 
representative of the Polykleitan type, and then found that it was 
real ly an athlete with an oil-flask. Th i s I mention merely to show 
you how through the establishment of these athletic canons the repre
sentation of mythological subjects was influenced. T h e same must 
he said of the influence of the Lysippean canon which can he traced in 
so many works, not only those immediately of his own school. As 
the Polyklei tan canon, from the nature of its proportions, was best 
suited to the heavier and more muscular gods and heroes, so the 
Lysippean canon corresponded more to the l ighter and fleeter gods. 
Nay, even as late as the last half of the first century B.C., in the 
school of Pasiteles, we can notice the influence of athletic art upon 
mythological art in the new eclectic canon which that art ist and his 
school established, represented most fully in the statue of an athlete 
in the Villa Albani by Stephanos, the pupi l of Pasiteles, and traceable 
in all the mythological statues of that school. 

I t is, however, not only in statues that th is influence of athletic 
art upon mythological art becomes manifest. By far the most curious 
and interesting instances of this influence are to be found in the minor 
arts, especially in vases. I have collected a large number of such 
instances on vases with athletic scenes. W e flnd there how, following 
the normal course of the Greek mind not only in art but also in 
religion and literature, the Greeks construct their mythical and heroic 
conception upon the basis of real life. T h u s their representations of 
real contests in the palasstra form the groundwork for the representa
tions of similar scenes in the mythical and heroic world, as their 
religious idealism drove them to establish the ideal prototype for al l 
actions of real life. When Pindar commemorates in an ode the victory 
of some living athlete, he generally begins or ends with some typical 
contest from the heroic world related to it. In the same way the vase-
painter, when painting a prize vase or one decorated with athletic 
scenes* places a scene from the actual palaestra on the one side, and 
on the other some similar mythical scene, a religious type of the 
game. Prominent among such types are Theseus and the Minotaur, 
Herakles and Antaios, Herakles and the Nemean Lion or the Lernean 
Hydra, Peleus and Atalanta, contests of Trojan heroes, and many 
others. Now the form given to these mythical contests, to which I 
shall have occasion to draw your special attention, is the same as that 
in which the real scene is put, or rather presented itself to the artist 
while studying his art in the palfestra. So constant did I find this 
arrangement to be that it almost partook of the nature of a law and 
gave the observer the greatest gain of science, the power of prophecy.f 

* Except in the cases of Panathenaic prize vases, where one side always con
tains the conventional figure of Athene, like tlie Athenian coat-of-arms. 

t It appears to me that the study of the deslination of a vase is often of the 
greatest use for the interpretation of the vase painting. Thus a sepulchral vase, 
or one meant to be a gift between lovers, or a drinking cup, would be decorated 
with mythological scenes appropriate to its original purpose; and often a typical 
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I cannot resist relat ing to you an instance illustrative of this result. 
Whi l e studying the vases in the Louvre with the question of the 
Influence of the P a l e s t r a before me, I mentioned to one of the officers 
who kindly assisted me in my work this result of my observation of 
athletic vases. " Do you mean to say," he inquired, " that, seeing the 
athletic side of a vase, you can tell what class of mythologicid scene 
will be on the other, or what class of mythological scene on the 
one will have an athletic subject on the other ? " I answered that I 
believed I could tell what scenes would prob<ably have such correla
tives. " Let us see," he said. W e proceeded to a room I had not yet 
examined, and, passing a glass case by the window which contained 
paterae and KVXIKH, I noticed a KV\L^, a dr inking cup with the shape of 
a flattened bowl, so placed that the convex outside, ornamented by a 
broad border with numerous figures, was uppermost. The subjects 
represented on this border were scenes from the contests of Theseus 
and Herakles. " If there is any representation in the inside of this 
vase," I said, " it is most probably an athletic scene or figure." T h e 
case was unlocked, the vase taken out, and, when turned round, the 
centre contained a round medallion of yellow ground within the black 
patina of the vase, and, there being only room for one figure, it dis
played a youthful athlete with halteres in his hand and a discus by 
his side, evidently a victor in the pentathlon. 

So direct was the process by which the vase-painter transferred the 
scenes he actually saw and studied in the palaestra, that we can trace 
even in the details of the figures composing such a mythical scene 
their athletic origin. 

The simplest and earliest form of an athletic scene is that shown 
in this diagram, copied from an archaic black-figured vase. I n the 
centre we have the two combatants ; on the one side we see a nude 
athlete in a peculiar attitude, with arms drawn up, recurring in almost 
al l representations of this kind, the odd man in the game, the Ephedros, 
waiting his turn. On the other side there is an older bearded figure, 
draped with a mantle, and with a long staff in one hand, the 
Paidotr ibes or Agonothetes, the teacher or umpire. Now, in the 
mythical scenes the vase-painter places his heroic or divine com
batants in the same way in the centre, and on either side he places 
divinities as judges, spectators, or protectors. The vase-painter 
takes the Paidotribes, draped and wi th long staff, simply alters the 
head of the bearded man to a female head, the staff to a spear, 
and sometimes adds indications of the Gorgoneion on the breast, 
and we have Athene. On the other side he retains the nude youth 
only, placing in one of his up-drawn hands a short caducous, and 
we have Hermes. T o revert once more to sculpture, we find that 
the central figure in the Mgina, pediment, presiding, as it were, over 
the contest for the body of the fallen Patroklos, is the same Paido-

scene of mythology was modified to suit the character of the vase. See the 
paper by the present writer, on " Pythagoras of Khegion," &c.. Journal of the 
Hellenic Society, vol, i. pp. 184-5 (footnote), 1880. 
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tribes-Athene that we meet with on these archaic vases. The habit 
of building up the scenes of mythical contests upon the actual scenes 
of the palfestra was so strong that sometimes the vase-painter forgets 
and betrays himself in mixing up in the same mythical scene athletic 
and mythical elements. This archaic vase-picture from an unpub
lished small Lekythos in the Louvre is an instance. The mythical 
combatants are here Theseus and the Minotaur; yet the vase-painter, 
unconscious of the absurdity, places on either side two real nude 
athletes in the attitude of ephedroi, as if awaiting their turn to enter 
a boxing match with the monster whose head is being cut off by 
Theseus. Peaceful contests are directly translated into armed struggles. 
The metopes of the Parthenon and Theseion, the frieze of Phigalia, 
show innumerable instances in which Theseus and Herakles struggling 
with monsters, Lapiths slaying Centaurs and Amazons are repre
sented in the typical attitudes and actions belonging to the palaestra 
and studied there by the artist. 

These observations are not restricted to statues and vases, but 
apply equally to the minor arts, such as that of the die-sinker and 
gem-engraver. Coins manifest, far more, I believe, than has until 
now been recognised, this immediate influence of the athletic games. 
Mr. C. T. Newton and Mr. K. S. Poole have shown how in the coins 
of Syracuse and Camarina even individual victories are recorded. I 
shall merely point to one instance. This first coin of Selinus in 
Sicily, the date of which is about the first half of the fifth century B.C., 
represents the river-god Hypsas as a nude youth with a patera in the 
one hand and a short branch in the other. As I have once before 
endeavoured to show, the type of this figure, though reduced on a 
small coin, corresponds in proportions, modelling, and attitude to the 
Choiseul-Gouffier Pugilist whom I attribute to Pythagoras of Rhegion. 
About 430 B.C. (observe that the Polykleitan canon had come in) the 
same coin with the same river-god changes. As you see, the type, the 
proportion of the figure becomes squarer and more thick-set, the one 
leg is drawn back, the weight resting almost entirely upon the other 
(uno crure ut insisierent is the characteristic attitude ascribed by Pliny 
to the statues of Polykleitos), the branch is elongated and carried 
more like a spear—in short, the figure approaches most manifestly the 
type of the Doryphoros drawn on this diagram from the Naples 
statue. 

If time permitted, I could bring before your notice instances to 
show in the same manner the influence of the athletic games upon the 
works of the other minor arts, such as gems and terra-cottas. Yet if 
we have shown it in the greater arts, this also demonstrates it for the 
lesser ones. For the minor arts of Greece, as has become evident 
from so many instances, took their types and models from the great 
works; often one and the same artist created both, and thus the 
influence detected in the one applies by implication to the other. 

I hope that I have made you realise the important part played by 
the athletic games in the development of Greek art. It must, I believe, 
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be recognised that those qualities which distinguish Greek art at its 
height, the combination of Nature and the Ideal, were given to it 
chiefly through the influence which the athletic institutions and their 
growth and development had upon the people at large and the artistic 
world in particular. In all branches of science it has been found that 
while certain broad currents of influence in the formation and develop
ment of a growing organism could be perceived and traced during the 
earlier and similar phases of its existence, or rather gr-owth, this is 
more difficult, indeed hardly possible, when once the body, genus, or 
institution has reached the more complex and variegated forms of 
full organisation. All the conscientious observer can then do, is to 
record the parallelism and concomitance of the development in the 
two forms which before held the relation of influencing force and the 
thing influenced, showing a certain relation that exists between them 
or which they have in common to some other force, and, in many cases, 
leaving the question open which is the cause and which the effect. 

So in the present case, after having found that the palfestra was 
efficient in bringing Greek art to its full development, we still have 
evidence of an intimate relation existing between art and athletics. 
Yet we cannot always say where exactly the influence lies, which is 
the institution influenced, and which is the one influencing. All we 
are bound to do is to record the parallelism in their development. 

The broad lines which mark the development of athletic institu
tions are the same that characterise the development of Greek political 
and social life, Greek literature, religion, and art. In political and 
social life we have the undeveloped earlier forins of small communities 
leading in the great age to the Panhellenic unity in which all Greek 
states felt the common ties that united them and in so far submerged 
their own individuality. More and more this great and broad con
ception of state which animated the Greeks gives way to the growing 
assertion of the interests of individual states clashing with one another. 
Further, in the same state even party feeling asserts itself in opposi
tion to the state, and within the party again, the individual seeks 
his own good to the detriment of the party. Gradually, step by 
step, with here and there a short flickering up of the great spirit 
in a different form, the dissolution of Greek unity leads to the final 
destruction of Greek independence. With the decfine of political 
grandeur, strength and virtue die in the social life of the Greeks. 
The ofd simplicity and greatness of character decay, and dissoluteness 
and vice more and more take root and undermine the moral strength 
of the people ; for in no time and in no country were political and 
social etliics so dependent upon one another. In literature, especially 
in tho history of the drama, we can notice the same step from the 
more conventional forms, traces of which are still to be noticed in 
iEschylus, to the more minute individualisation in Sophocles and 
Euripides, sensationalism already beginning in the latter. Art was so 
complete an expression of Greek religion that in studying the develop
ment of art we can follow the course taken by religion. From the first 
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stage, the conventional archaic art, we arrive through the period of 
transition to the great art of the Panhellenic period. The spirit of 
the religious art of this period is to be found not only in the character 
of the work, the style of the artistic schools, but also in the subjects 
represented. The great gods Zeus, Hera, Athene, Demeter, are the 
subjects most commonly represented by the artists, and when they do 
represent the other divinities they give them a severe, large, and 
noble character. Such is the case with the severe conception of 
Aphrodite, Apollo, Artemis, and Dionysos. After the great age, as 
in politics so in art, the step is made from the ideal down to the 
individual again, from god to man, from the type to the portrait of 
living individuals. At the same time in religious art, the great gods 
no longer form the chief subjects represented by the sculptor and 
painter; minor deities, nay, mythical personifleations of lower nature, 
such as fauns, satyrs, mtenads, are now represented by preference. 
In the gods again the most human side is emphasised ; in Aphrodite 
and in Apollo, who is made younger and younger, the more sensuous 
and less divine side of their beauty is made prominent, until in 
Kephisodotos the younger, when the fourth century laps over into the 
third, sensuousness merges into sensuality. The grave and noble 

. simplicity of the ancient religious art expires with the decline of 
religious faith in the gods and the dissolution of nationat greatness, 
and in the school of Pergamos and Rhodes the dramatic and sensa
tional phase of sculpture prevails. In this period we pass from genre 
sculpture to the comic, the grotesque, and the brutal. 

'The palfestra follows the same course. In the first and earliest 
stages of the palaestra the athletic games are not completely organised; 
they have not yet established a character of their own, hut are a class 
of religious institutions without the human life and interest which 
they gain when once they are brought down from gods to man. From 
having been religious, they must, in the great period of their develop
ment, which coincides with the great period of political and intel
lectual life, become a national institution. This step is made during 
the period called in the history of Greek art the period of transition. 
In the highest period of the palaestra this institution has a real national 
aim, to provide and encourage perfect physical education for the youths 
and men who are to form the strength of the nation. It is a noble aim, 
and, throughout, the character of the great games and of the palaestra 
is of the wide and lofty nature which stamps itself upon its artistic 
productions, and thus affects the spirit of art. The statues in honour of 
athletic victors are broad, large and monumental in character, in sub
ject, and in execution. An individual victory is not commemorated by 
the portrait-statue of the victor, but by a perfect type of that cfass of 
athlete and that game. It is that which lasts when the individual 
passes away, just as in the representation of gods during this period 
all that is ephemeral and individual in mortal life was avoided. So 
too, in the execution of the works, the transient and sensational is 
shunned. The attitudes are restful, however great the life and the 
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suggestions of active vitality may be ; there are no sensational 
momentary poses; the modelling is broad and large, without any of 
the tricks of craft and the display of technical skill which distinguish 
the later works. 

In the next period marked in art by the growth of individualism 
and the gradual spread of sensuality, the paffestra is marked by the 
most pronounced individualism and the introduction and spread of 
professional athleticism. As the palaestra grows in importance, and 
as the rivalry between the various states grows hotter, the interest 
in the individual victor and his importance grow, and thus in the 
age of Alexander the Great and of the sculptor Lysippos, when in 
other spheres the feeling for personality ran higher, the custom is for 
the first time introduced of erecting portrait statues in honour of 
athletes who vanquished three times. Before this, it was considered 
sacrilege to place the portrait of living persons on public monuments, 
as is evident from the charge brought against Pheidias for having 
given his own likeness and that of Pericles to two Lapiths in the 
Amazon battle represented on • the shield of the Athene Parthenos. 
When once this innovation is introduced, towards the close of the 
fourth century B.C., the public character of such monuments makes 
these portraits a bridge over into more ideal arts. It will readily be 
seen what influence this custom of athletic art must have had upon 
the arts of portrait-painting and portrait-sculpture, and how this 
directed the course of art towards realism. 

This greater reafism is also to be noticed in the attitudes and 
poses given to athfete statues, more momentary and less monumental 
than they were in the great age. The same causes which led to the 
growth of individualism effected the great change in the spirit of 
athletic institutions. While before they were a means to a great 
political and social end, they now become ends in themselves to which 
all other considerations become subservient. While before athletic 
exercise was a part of the daily occupation of the Greek youth, which 
was meant to contribute its share to the great end of making him a 
sound and normal being, harmoniously developed both in mind and 
body, and thus a serviceable citizen to his state, it now, step by step, 
becomes itself the great aim to which time, life, and aspirations of the 
youth are devoted, and to which they are made subservient. It is the 
step recurring in the history of athletic games in all times, the step 
from the gentleman athlete to the professional athlete. In art we see 
the signs of the loss of proportion in such works which increase in 
the next period. We hear from ancient authorities how pugilists and 
pancratiasts were fattened up and made bulky, how muscular develop
ment was exaggerated even to ugliness. In the mythical figure most 
immediately influenced by athletic art, in Herakles, we see this in 
later instances, where tlie muscular development is abnormal and 
repulsive. The germs of the rapid decline of this great institution 
are to be found in the fungus growth of its own importance, growing 
till it obscured the great aim which gave it life and characterised its 
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highest development. It leads to degeneration or, as the pathologist 
would more accurately term it, to hypertrophy. Let me only bring 
before you one interesting instance to iliustrate this step towards 
professional athleticism. This coin of Amyntas III . of Macedon, 
who reigned from 389 to 369 B.C., representing a horse with its rider, 
is typical in one respect of all similar rejiresentations before the 
middle of tlie fourth century B.C., namely, in respect of the relation of 
rider and horse and of the corresponding importance of both in the 
minds of the people of that time. Like all representations of riders 
down to the middle of the fourth centui'y, the rider is here large in 
comparison with the horse. If now we turn to this coin of Philip of 
Macedon, there is a striking difference in this respect, the liorse being 
disproportionateiy large, while the rider has dwindled down to an 
nndergrown jockey. The whole matter is explained by the fact that this 
coin of Philip represents his racer whom he sent to Olympia and who 
there came out the winner. Now, in the previous periods it was for 
the rider's sake that horse-racing existed, it was to show and encourage 
his skill in horsemanship, and he got the glory; there existed no 
jockeys. In the time of Philip the horse became the great centre of 
interest, and the gentleman rider and warrior of the Parthenon frieze 
is no longer to he found at Olympia. In the course of this natural 
or unnatural selection the horse too has altered its form, merely to 
excel in fleetness. It is curious to consider how similar the action of 
these " laws" has been in ancient and in modern times. Thus not 
only with the human form but even with animals the course taken by 
the athletic games in the later periods tended to destroy the ideal of 
form established, during the great age of Greek culture, by art 
through the earlier influence of the same institution. 

In the last phases of the history of the palaestra we can distin
guish three manifestations of the decline. Corresponding, first, to the 
dramatic stage in the history of Greek sculpture which led to the 
groups of Pergamene and Ehodian schools, we have sensationalism 
in the games, encom'aging wonderful feats of abnormal strength or 
skill, and in athlete statues, dramatic attitudes, boxers with arms 
upraised, wrestlers leaning forward with arms extended, and a de
velopment of muscles that remind us more of the dissecting-room than 
of the artist's studio. Secondly, the brutality, the germs of which we 
noticed in the previous period, now manifests itself fully. Instead of 
the noble grandeur of a Doryphoros or a Choiseul-Gonifier Pugilist, 
we have fleshy monsters who would be comic if they were not repul
sive. The drawing of this figure is from a terra-cotta in the posses
sion of M. Camille Lecuyer at Paris, and represents a pugilist with 
arms upraised, whose bull-head reminds us so much of the Minotaur 
that we may fairly doubt whether it does not represent a bull-headed 
athlete or the Minotaur turned pugilist. Another telling instance of 
this class is a bronze in the Cabinet des Medailles of the' Bibliotheque 
Nationale of the same city. It represents a pancratiast thick and 
fleshy, with swollen face, arms upraised, in the act of kicking with 
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his right heel. Such representations are inconceivable in the time of 
Pheidias. 

The history of the Greek boxing-gloves, the i/iai/xes, typifies and 
illustrates the three chief phases in the history of the palisstra, from 
its height to its decline. The earliest form were the fxaXiy^ai, which 
were to soften the blow to the striker and the one struck, and were 
thus subservient to the exercise. The second form was the i^as ofw, 
a leather thong wound round the hand, protecting the hand of the 
striker, but increasing the severity of the blow. This belongs to the 
period when professional athleticism was beginning to ho introduced. 
The third form, marking the period of decline, the Graeco-Eoman and 
Roman age, was the brutal caestus, garnished with leaden balls, 
which produced disfiguring blows, sometimes leading to death. 

As in the decline of Greek religious art, when practically the faith 
in the great gods was shaken, we have the introduction of genre and 
comic elements, such as putti or little cupids carrying the attributes 
of the gods, the thunderbolts of Zeus, the trident of Poseidon, or the 
club of Herakles, so in the last stages of the palfestra, when its 
dignity had vanished along with that of the gods, we see the sacred 
games robbed of all solemnity and transposed into the comic genre, 
in the form of little cupids, undergoing athletic hardships in quaint 
mock solemnity and exertion. The diagram before you shows one out 
of a large number of late reliefs, with chubby children hurling the 
discus, boxing, wrestling, running, jumping, racing in chariots and on 
horseback. Here is one led away after a defeat in the pygme; here 
another miniature Diadumenos fixes tho victor's wreath to its brow; 
here are chariots colliding and crashing asunder, horse and driver over
thrown, and so on—all scenes of the great palfestra made quaint and 
comical. Surely all solemn or religious associations must have left 
the games when once they could be represented in this form. Such 
representations, too, are utterly inconceivable in the age of Pheidias. 
The real death of all great institutions has set in when once the ridi
culous side is brought out. The most notable instance of this is the 
final death-blow administered to chivalry by Cervantes in ' Don 
Quixote.' When once the Greek games are made the subjects of 
these comic scenes their end is reached, and they die with the extinc
tion of Greek political freedom and the fall of Greek literature and art. 

I have brought before you the infiuence of the Greek athletic 
institutions upon art in the effect they produced, leading the Greek 
artist to nature, and tho ideal in the representation of man. This 
applies chiefly to the single figures in sculpture. There is one more 
great achievement of Greek art, in which it has supplied all ages with 
an artistic principle as fundamental as the ideal of the human form; 
and this again, I hold, is chiefly due to the influence which the athletic 
games had upon the development of Greek art. 

The masterpieces of Greek painting have all been destroyed, and 
our information concerning them is derived from the numerous accounts 
of ancient authors, and from their feeble reflexion in the works of the 
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minor arts, such as mural and vase painting. Thus the common error 
is widespread that Greek painting was comparatively on a quite dif
ferent scale of excellence to Greek sculpture. I have reason to hold 
that this is not so, and that, with the exception of landscape painting, 
the standard of Greek painting was comparativefy as high as was that 
of their sculpture. However this may be, one fact remains, that they 
are the first to have established the fundamental principle of pictorial 
art, and that this was first done in athfetic art. 

This fundamental principle of pictorial art is expressed by the 
word composition. What constitutes a picture a work of art is the 
artistic organisation which the artist gives to the elements which he 
copies from nature. It is not merely a tree and a house and a man 
that make up a picture, but it is the combination of these elements 
into unity and harmony suggested and demanded by the feeling for 
and need of design inherent in the human mind. In our most com
plicated pictures we can distinguish the following elements of com
position. First, linear composition, in which this unity is given by 
means of an outline to the whole drawing which meets in some 
central point; second, perspective composition, in which the repre
sentation of distance from the point of vision enabfes the artist to 
indicate the foreground and background with regard to the centre of 
interest; and in the third pface composition is given to a picture by 
light and shade, the gradation of values of colours and of tone which 
give the same artistic unity within variety. But all these forms have 
this in common, that they impress upon the eye of the spectator a 
central point of design and interest, and that the other parts of the 
work lead up to it, making of the whole an artistic organisation with 
unity or harmony of design. 

In the paintings of the East and of Egypt we have long successions 
of figures tier above tier relating in an imperfect language a scene 
as we should relate it in a succession of sounds called words. In fact 
it is picture-writing which must be translated into a form of thought 
corresponding to words before it brings a real picture before the 
mind's eye. This is symbolical art in which the artistic representation 
is a mere sign appealing to and stimulating the constructive imagina
tion of the spectator to fashion an inner picture of his own making. 
It is not yet a work of real art which has its life and unity in itself 
and attracts and holds the eye of the spectator at its most living 
point of interest. 

This principle of composition was first carried out by the 
Greeks, when they left the sphere of symbolical picture-writing, and 
presented scenes with a real centre of interest and design. In the 
earliest works of Greek art, such as the Chest of Kypselos and the 
Fran5ois vase, we have the oriental arrangement of tier upon tier of 
successive figures. It is in athletic vase-paintings like this black-
figured archaic one that we have the first instances of composition. 
In the centre are the two boxers engaged, to the right and left are 
the Ephedros and the Paidotribes facing the centre. By their 
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attitude as well as their action these two figures give a completeness 
to the scene, separate it from the outside, and drive the eye towards 
the real centre of action and interest. Unity, life, and variety are at 
once given to the whole scene. Unity in that the scene has a local
ised centre of interest towards which the other parts tend and lead ; 
life in that each part contributes to the unity of the whole; variety 
in that there is a gradation of interest as we approach or leave the 
centre. In this simple and conventional form of work we have in 
embryo all the germs of the highest variety of composition. The 
attendant figures on either side represent the foreground and back
ground to the central combatants, and we need hut reach the perfection 
of technique in the acquisition of the laws of perspective, the power 
of shading, and the gradation of tones of colours to carry this funda
mental principle to its highest variety and expressive power. 

It was in the palaestra that the early painter had the centre of 
artistic interest impressed upon him by the combatants whose struggle 
engrossed the attention of all spectators, it was here that he had this 
rudimentary form of composition impressed upon his eye by the ever-
recurring figures of the Ephedros and the Paidotribes standing on 
either side. 

Yet not only hy a priori probability is this statement supported. 
The monuments themselves, if carefully studied, give the weightiest 
evidence. In the first place, the earliest works of art do not give us 
this form of composition, it comes in with the athletic vases. Further
more if we analyse the later vases, even those representing subjects 
most " unathletic " and of late complex forms, we can always trace 
this simple schematic form here given in the pugilists, the Ephedros 
and the Paidotribes. I have chosen these diagrams, serving to illus
trate quite different lectures, at random. Here you have a scene 
representing the birth of Athene, here another relating to a tradition 
of Athene Ergane, and in all you have the two chief figures in the 
centre with standing figures on either side facing them. Sometimes 
the side figures are doubled, sometimes there is but one central figure 
in the middle, hut the scheme remains the same. Here you have late 
vase-paintings with numerous figures free and bold in composition and 
execution, representing an Amazonomachia and a Gigantomachia, and 
all this large group resolves itself into smaller groups of the form of 
this early athletic vase. However complicated and perfect the com
position of a late vase, the traces of this simplest form of pictorial 
composition will always be noticed, the fundamental principle of 
pictorial art which was impressed upon the eye of the artist through 
the athletic games of tiie Greeks. 

What we owe to the Greek artists constitutes the principle of art 
even in our time; it is the combination of nature and the ideal in the 
human figure, and the principle of composition in pictorial art, both of 
which were developed in him chiefly through the influence of the 
atiiletic games, and this fact I hope to have made clear to you this 
evening. 
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From the nature of the subject dealt with in this address we have 
necessarily only noticed Greek art in its expression of the physical 
side of human life, leaving unobserved the spiritual side of their 
great works. There is an erroneous notion abroad, started by those 
who have but a superficial acquaintance with Greek art, that though 
the Greeks represented with perfection the physical side of beauty, 
they failed to render due justice to the spirit and the soul. If 
sufficient time were at my disposal, I believe that I could show you 
how erroneous is this notion. It is true the Greeks avoided the ex
pression of physical emotion in their statues when it led to grimace, 
yet their great statues are replete with the true soul of art. The 
soul of art does not depend upon the immediate expression of emotion 
in facial changes, any more than goodness with man depends upon the 
immediate act of charity in the most restricted sense. It may be a 
truer and greater act of charity to teach our pupils mathematics when 
pleasure calls us away, or to conform to the laws of good-breeding 
when our inclination and comfort drive us the other way, than to 
distribute a small share of our ready money to some beggar. The 
soul of art is not to he found in the immediate attempts at repre
senting what we believe to be the outer manifestation of human 
souls ; but in the unity and harmony of organisation given to a work, 
through the design inherent in the creative artist's mind, the share of 
soul which the creating artist transfers from himself to the work of 
his hands, and above all in the complete and inseparable harmony 
that obtains between the subject represented and the material which 
embodies the idea. A marble angel of death bearing heavenwards in 
his arms a dead infant, with marble tears trickling down his cheek, 
suspended from the ceiling of a drawing-room by a silver cord, has 
less artistic soul than this Choiseul-Gouffier Pugilist; because in the 
athlete there is complete and inseparable harmony between the man 
represented and the artistic stuff that he is made of. 

[C. W.] 
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